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In spite of all the difficulties we currently face I trust you and your 

families are well. I have been so used to taking my family to Spain 

for our summer holidays but this year, like many, stayed at home and 

enjoyed the pleasures of Abersoch and Snowdon! We were lucky with 

the weather!

We have used the last year to update our look and our website and 

iron out all the issues with the previous operation. Hopefully you will 

like it! It is easy to navigate looks more modern and you can now pay 

online rather than us ringing you back for your card details. However 

if you would prefer to place your order over the telephone we would 

be more than happy to speak with you!

Like many businesses we are looking at the way we operate post 

pandemic and hence moving forward we shall be closed on Mondays 

and Tuesdays. We shall still be working behind the scenes but in the 

run up to Christmas this should give us the time and enable us to 

fulfil all of our Christmas mail orders. Whilst other times of the year 

allow us more time to achieve other aspects of our daily lives.

Brexit continues to affect our long standing relationships with our 

Spanish friends and suppliers many of whom I have dealt with all of 

my working life. There is increased paperwork, uncertainty cost and 

hassle. Hence as a result I might not be able to bring in some products 

that have become your favourites over the years.

We look forward to hearing from you or seeing 

you in person and in the meantime we wish you 

and your family the best of health and a great 

2022!

Suffolk Ham Basket 
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O ur mail order service is 
available throughout the year. 
Orders can be placed via the 

telephone, online, email or in person 
when visiting Emmett's. Being food we 
use fully lined protective cool boxes 
with ice packs in situ to keep your 
products cool in transit. Orders should 
be delivered within 24 hours of dispatch 
unless being shipped to NI and Scottish 
Highlands and Islands.

If you are not at home to receive your 
parcel please advise where it can be 
safely left by the courier. We cannot be 
held to account if it goes astray.

When we receive an order during the 
year we try to fulfil it within a day or 
two. At Christmas due to the sheer 
volume this is a little harder to do! 
Please bear this in mind when you place 
an order. Any orders placed without a 
whole/half ham on the bone the cost of 

post and packaging is £10.75 plus VAT 
for mainland UK. There is an additional 
charge for the Highlands and Islands. 
We try and offer a very personalised 
and efficient service throughout the year 
however our peak time often coincides 
with potentially the 
worst weather of 
the year. 

Mail Order
We look forward to receiving your order 
and fulfilling it to your requirements. 
Prices correct at time of going to press.

Terms and Conditions: please see website.

Printing: Armstrong Ink • julie@armstrongink.co.uk

Design: JPS Creative • jane@jpscreative.co.uk

Photography: Hollis Photography • hollisphotography.com
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Suffolk Black Hams

Christmas Ham

Each ham takes approximately 10 weeks to make by hand with all the 
curing, marinading, smoking, maturing and cooking taking place behind 
Emmett's Store. We are not the oldest retailer in the UK but probably the 

most unique with all the production still taking place in situ.

The process results in a ham that is quite special in its appearance with a black 
mahogany skin, strength and depth in flavour and coarseness in texture. These 
hams have a very loyal following.

Immersed in 6 different spices 
along with natural brown sugar 
and molasses, this is a wonderful 

ham for Christmas. Subtle and full of 
flavour, a perfect winter combination! 
We make a certain number of these 
hams in the period leading up to 
Christmas. Once sold you will have to 
wait until the following year!

Whole Hams
On the bone cooked (approx 7.5-8.5 kilos)

£26.75 per kg collected

£28.75 per kg delivered

On the bone uncooked (approx 10-11 kilos)

£22.75 per kg collected

£25.15 per kg delivered

Half Hams
On the bone cooked (approx 4-4.5 kilos)

£28.75 per kg collected

£33.45 per kg delivered

Half Hams 
On the bone uncooked (approx 4.5-5.5 kilos)

£24.75 per kg collected

£28.75 per kg delivered

Gammons
Off the bone
If a whole or half ham is too big for 
you why not opt for a smaller piece, 
2.5kg say?
Cooked £35.95 per kg

Uncooked £26.45 per kg

If buying an Emmett’s uncooked ham there is no need to soak prior to cooking.

Emmett’s Stores specialise 
in the famous Suffolk 
Black Hams, as well as 
Spanish ingredients 
including - the big bonus- 
Pedro Ximenez sherry.

DELIA SMITH
DELIA’S HAPPY CHRISTMAS BOOK

This is our signature 
ham that we have been 

making since 1820 
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Orange Suffolk Black Ham

Taking our signature Suffolk 
Black ham and adding 
oranges, apricots and figs 

results in this delicious ham.

The flavour of the Suffolk Black is 
softened with an edge of sweetness 
from the fruit. Looks pretty good  
as well!

Whole Hams
On the bone cooked (approx 7.5-8.5 kilos)

£28.95 per kg collected

£30.95 per kg delivered

Half Hams
On the bone cooked (approx 4-4.5 kilos)

£31.95 per kg collected

£36.75 per kg delivered

Gammons
Off the bone
If a whole or half ham is too big for 
you why not opt for a smaller piece, 
2.5kg say?
Cooked £38.95 per kg
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Christmas 
Spiced Stuffed 
Ham

Marinaded in 6 different 
spices, smoked and then 
stuffed with oranges, root 

ginger and spices.

£38.95 per kg
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Suffolk Mild Cured HamsMark’s Recipe for Cooking 
an Emmett’s Ham
a) Line a baking tray with 2 large sheets of tin 

foil 
b) Cut in half 4 large oranges and squeeze the 

juice into the foil
c) Cut the orange rinds into edible pieces and 

place in the juice
d) Add a generous handful of dried apricots, 

figs and prunes. This works well with our 
Black hams. If cooking our mild cure or 
unsmoked hams Bramley apples, apple juice, 
sultanas and honey work well.

e) Place the uncooked ham on top of the 
mixture and cover with the foil

f) Place the tray in a pre heated oven and cook
g) The cooking time depends upon the size of 

the gammon and the oven temperature. As a 
general rule 20 minutes per lb/45 minutes  
per kg at 180°c. The centre of the ham 
needs to reach 72°c.

h) Every now and then the ham can be 
removed from the oven and basted with the 
juices and fruit

i) Once cooked the ham can be served hot with 
the natural chutney created or left to cool in 
the juices and served the following day.

No buttons or dials to control 
the hot smoking process 
– just the weather and 

the amount of beech shavings! The 
resulting flavour.....Great for breakfast!

Our hams are cooked in large kettles 
using special cooking bags. This way 
one maintains the succulence of the 
product. If you would like to buy a bag 
for your uncooked ham they are £3.95 
each.
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Whole Hams
On the bone cooked (approx 7-8 kilos)

£18.80 per kg collected

£20.80 per kg delivered

On the bone uncooked (approx 9 kilos)

£15.75 per kg collected

£17.35 per kg delivered

Half Hams
On the bone cooked (approx 3.5-4.5 kilos)

£20.05 per kg collected

£24.45 per kg delivered

On the bone uncooked (approx 4.5 kilos)

£17.05 per kg collected

£20.95 per kg delivered

Gammons
Off the bone
If a whole or half ham is too big for 
you why not opt for a smaller piece, 
2.5kg say?
Cooked £29.95 per kg

Uncooked £18.45 per kg

Our mild cured 
ham is initially 
brined before 
it is gently hot 
smoked over 

beech shavings in 
our original brick 
smokehouse for 
up to 3 days.
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Unsmoked Orange Ham

Cooked in freshly squeezed 
orange juice, orange peel, 
naturally dried apricots and 

figs before being redressed this ham not 
only looks amazing, it smells wonderful 
and of course, tastes delicious! A ham 
for any occasion! Serve with hot cheese 
potatoes, a cold salad and a bottle of 
Emmett’s white Rioja!

Whole Hams
On the bone cooked (approx 7-8 kilos)

£22.45 per kg collected

£24.45 per kg delivered

Half Hams
On the bone cooked (approx 4-4.5 kilos)

£23.75 per kg collected

£27.95 per kg delivered

Hams
Off the bone cooked
Whole, half, a 2.5 kilo piece or 
sliced
£33.95 per kg

Best Independently owned 
shop 2012.

GOURMENTBRITAIN.COM
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Unsmoked Black Peppercorn Ham

Delicious on toast with a runny 
poached egg, or chopped up 
and added to pasta, pizza or 

salads. Also try wrapped around a ripe 
peach or griddled asparagus.

Whole Hams
On the bone cooked (approx 7-8 kilos)

£19.45 per kg collected

£21.45 per kg delivered

Half Hams
On the bone cooked (approx 3.5-4 kilos)

£20.75 per kg collected

£24.95 per kg delivered

Hams
Off the bone cooked
Whole, half, a 2.5 kilo piece or 
sliced
£29.95 per kg

The black 
pepper gives this 
unsmoked ham a 
little piquancy!
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Unsmoked Root Ginger Ham

The root ginger and pork 
combine very well resulting in a 
subtle but delicious tasting ham.

Whole Hams
On the bone cooked (approx 7-8 kilos)

£19.45 per kg collected

£21.45 per kg delivered

Half Hams
On the bone cooked (approx 3.5-4 kilos)

£20.75 per kg collected

£24.95 per kg delivered

Hams
Off the bone cooked
Whole, half, a 2.5 kilo piece or 
sliced
£29.95 per kg
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Suffolk Nitrate Free Bacon

We dry cure the sides using totally natural mineral salt and spices. Hence 
when sliced the meat is dull pink in colour rather than being artificially 
bright pink. I believe that the best way to enjoy Emmett’s bacon is to 

dry fry it in a clean non-stick pan. No water or white gunge comes out! Any fat 
which is released should be mopped up with a piece of bread, then toast the bread 
and add a poached or scrambled egg. I like using extra virgin olive oil rather than 
butter, some diced garlic, fresh chives, fresh tarragon and some salt and pepper to 
make the scrambled egg. Serve with a bottle of Emmett’s Rioja and a jar of date 
and lime chutney!

Back Bacon
Black Cure £24.95 per kg

Christmas Cure £24.95 per kg

Mild Cure £19.45 per kg

Unsmoked £17.45 per kg

Streaky Bacon
Black Cure £23.95 per kg

Christmas Cure £23.95 per kg

Mild Cure £17.95 per kg

Unsmoked £15.50 per kg

Devils on Horseback
Black Cure/ Prune £7.95 per packet of 10 

Mild Cure/ Chorizo £7.95 per packet of 10 

Mild Cure/ Apricot £7.95 per packet of 10

Bacon Starter Pack
As ever, an extremely popular gift since 
it was introduced. It is a great present 
for those who love traditionally cured 
bacon. A packet of each of our black 
back bacon, black streaky bacon, 
mild cured back bacon and mild cured 
streaky bacon, packed in a smart
jute Emmett’s bag. £26.99 

Christmas Cure Spiced Ribs
Cured in our christmas marinade these 
ribs once cooked are delicious as they 
can be used as a trivet or added to your
roast potatoes as they cook! 

£12.95 per rack
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Spanish Meat Products

A delicious range of natural meat products from northern Spain which are 
free from artificial colours and flavours.
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Cecina NITRATE FREE!
A fabulous 7 month old air dried beef. 
Rich, strong with a wonderful colour. 
Try it with some crusty bread, slices of 
fresh peach, fig or orange, drizzled with 
olive oil. Plus a glass of rioja.
Sold whole, as a piece or
sliced at £59.95 per kg

Lomo Embuchado NITRATE FREE!
Pork loin. Quite delicate in flavour. Can 
be sliced and eaten with crusty white 
bread and a glass of rioja, added to salad 
or with melon.
Sold whole, as a piece or
sliced at £52.95 per kg

Serrano Ham
From the same producer as our chorizo 
this delicious air dried Serrano ham 
can be eaten on its own, with bread, 
wrapped around a chicken or game 
breast or with a slice of melon.
Sold whole, half or sliced at 

£52.95 per kg 

Chorizo Picante NITRATE FREE!
We sell a large quantity of these chorizo.
They can be eaten uncooked or cooked.
They are totally natural, soft and have
wonderful flavour.
£7.95 whole   £4.45 half   £2.45 quarter

Mark’s Recipe for Cooking 
Emmett’s Chorizo
a) Par boil some potatoes and place into a 

baking tray.
b) Add some pieces of broccoli, strips of red 

pepper and a whole head of garlic.
c) Pour over some extra virgin olive oil, a little 

salt and place in a hot oven.
d) Five minutes before the vegetables are 

cooked, slice and dry fry the chorizo. Add to 
the vegetables.

e) Leave some for the morning as it tastes even 
better as the flavours have had time to come 
together!
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Cheese Selection
Membrillo
Made from quince fruit and sugar 
this product goes well with cheese , 
particularly Manchego.
Membrillo £25.75 per kg

Membrillo with Almonds £25.75 per kg

Oak Barrelled Aged Feta
This delicious feta made from sheep 
and goats milk, aged in a barrel and 
marinaded in extra virgin olive oil and 
lemon, is ideal for salads or something 
different for the cheese board.

£32.95 per kg

St. Helena
A raw cows milk semi soft cheese with 
a washed rind from Suffolk.

£44.95 per kg

Organic Manchego Cheeses
A choice of 5 differing organic 
manchego cheeses young, mountain 
herb/honey, rosemary/honey, semi 
cured or mature.
Sold whole or as pieces £35.85 per kg

Organic Manchego Cheeses
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Colston Bassett StiltonCheese Selection

A selection of English cheeses.

Emmett’s Chutney
Made for me in Sri Lanka the banana 
chutney is ideal for cheese while 
its cousin Date and Lime has more 
pronounced flavour and bite. Also stir 
into a chicken stock! Is this the best 
chutney in the UK?

£7.95 per jar

Isle of Mull
Our strongest tasting cheese made 
from unpasteurised cows milk.
 £25.95 per kg

Montgomery Cheddar
Consistently voted the best cheddar 
in the country and still made by the 
Montgomery family. Unpasteurised 
and earthy in flavour.
As a piece at £24.95 per kg

Smoked Montgomery £25.95 per kg

Montgomery Ogle
A delicious rind washed cheese, orange 
in colour, gruyere/emmenthal in flavour.

£23.95 per kg

Colston Bassett Stilton
Whole, half, baby or pieces.

£24.95 per kg

Suffolk Unpasteurised Brie
Locally made near Bungay this is the 
only unpasteurised brie maker in the 
country. Using cows which have been 
imported from France which then graze 
on Suffolk grass resulting in a delicious 
soft creamy cheese!
Sold whole or cut as a piece £34.95 per kg

Unpasteurised Truffle Brie
A wow cheese in flavour and smell!
Sold whole or cut as a piece £65.00 per kg
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Crystallised Fruit and Almonds

Whole Crystallised Oranges
As a table decoration or delicious with 
vanilla ice cream, Christmas pudding, 
chicken liver pate, or when eaten with
Stilton cheese! £4.95 each

Almendritas
(lemon and almond biscuit)
Crispy almond shells with a lemon and 
cinnamon cream. Delicious with a coffee 
or with vanilla ice cream and a slice of
our crystallised orange. £58.95 per kg

Glacé or Crystallised Fruit
A selection of fruits to be used as an 
ingredient when making a Christmas 
cake or pudding or eaten at the end 
of the meal. They also look good on 
the table or on the tree for decorative 
purposes.
A 400g clear box £16.95

Mark’s Recipe
a) Cook some Emmett’s penne pasta
b) Drain and add to bowl
c) Stir in Emmett’s pesto
d) Add some uncooked cherry tomatoes
e) Add some fried almonds
f) Serve with a glass of Emmett’s Rioja!

Valencia Almonds
These delicious crunchy almonds are 
grown for me on a private family estate 
near Valencia. Eat them as they are 
or use as an ingredient with sautéed 
mushrooms, in salads or in pasta. There 
are 3 styles: blanched fried and salted, 
blanched fried salted and then herbed or 
fried and salted with the skin left on.
Go nuts and select all 3! £39.95 per kg

Orange Marzipan
Delicious bars of orange marzipan ideal 
for cakes or just eaten whole!
 £9.95 each
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Chocolate

I have been buying and selling these chocolates for many years now which are 
made for me in northern Spain. Which is your favourite?

Chocolate Bars
A selection of tablets to choose from:

Bee pollen, raspberries, edible flowers
or orange peel. 80% cocoa content.

£9.95

Plus milk studded with whole almonds
or hazelnuts. £11.95

Catanies
Whole almonds coated in chocolate 
fondant and then dusted with cocoa 
powder.
 £58.95 per kg

Dried Apricots
Whole dried apricots covered in 70% 
plain chocolate.
 £54.95 per kg

Orange Peel Strips
Succulent strips of candied orange 
peel immersed in 70% plain chocolate 
produces a wonderful combination. 
The sweet orange combining with the 
fine chocolate!
 £54.95 per kg

Lemon Peel Strips
Back due to popular demand! Strips of
lemon peel coated in white chocolate.
 £54.95 per kg

Crystallised Stem Ginger
Succulent pieces of crystallised stem 
ginger covered in 70% plain dark 
chocolate.
 £54.95 per kg

Made with a high cocoa 
content many customers 

have commented that 
the orange peel strips 

are the best anywhere!
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Emmett’s Wooden 
Tea Boxes

Gift Ideas

A selection of gift baskets, boards and boxes for you to choose from! If you 
wish to add any product or make up your own gift idea selection please 
let us know!

Emmett’s Cava and
Almond Box
A bottle of our Cava Brut, dry with 
soft bubbles, and Cava Rosé, dry with 
a hint of peach and soft bubbles, 250g
Valencia Almonds. £64.95

Spanish Tapas Jute Bag
Packets of Serrano, Cecina and Lomo 
with a piece of organic manchego 
cheese in a smart Emmett’s reusable 
jute bag.
 £27.99

Emmett’s Wooden Tea Boxes
These charming wooden tea boxes, 
filled with the freshest and finest loose 
Sri Lankan tea, have been especially 
made for Emmett’s and make an ideal 
gift. Choose from English Breakfast, 
Earl Grey or Rich Brew.
 £12.95 per box

Emmett’s Orange Pig
A jar of natural orange marmalade, a 
whole crystallised orange and a packet 
of our chocolate orange peel strips.
 £46.95

Emmett’s Breakfast Tea 
Basket
A selection of Sri Lankan tea, Spanish
jam, marmalade and honey. £39.95
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Gift Ideas

A selection of gift baskets, boards and boxes for you to choose from! If you 
wish to add any product or make up your own gift idea selection please 
let us know!

Emmett’s Cheese and
Crackers Box
A selection of 5 differing cheeses, 
unpasteurised brie, Montgomery 
Cheddar, smoked Montgomery, St Jude 
and Colston Bassett stilton, a jar of fig 
jam, a whole crystallised orange and a 
packet of fibre crackers! 

£49.95

Rioja, Manchego and
Chutney Basket
A 75 cl bottle of our delicious Rioja, a 
whole approx 1kg organic Manchego 
dipped in honey and covered in 
rosemary, a jar of our stunning date 
and lime chutney, a 125g packet of the 
finest Serrano ham and 100g of the 
finest Valencia almonds.
 £73.95

Emmett’s Meat Pig Board
A packet of our mild cured ham and 
back bacon, a packet of our famous 
black ham and back bacon, a picante 
chorizo, a piece of lomo, a sachet of 
banana chutney, a bottle of Emmett’s 
house Rioja and our Emmett’s daddy 
size wooden pig board.
 £84.95
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Gift Ideas

A selection of gift baskets, boards and boxes for you to choose from! If you 
wish to add any product or make up your own gift idea selection please 
let us know!

Emmett’s Cheese and
Almond Pig Board
A 200g piece of unpasteurised 
Montgomery cheddar, a 150g bag of 
Valencia Almonds, a 400g jar of date 
and lime chutney, a packet of fibre 
biscuits and our Emmett’s mummy size
wooden pig board! £44.95

Emmett’s Christmas Stocking
Who forgets those childhood memories 
of their stocking lying at the end of the 
bed when they wake up on Christmas 
morning! Approximately 1.5 kg 
unsmoked cooked ham off the bone,  
a sachet of date and lime chutney,  
2 bottles of Emmett's Rioja ( 1 red, 
1 white), a packet of mild cure back 
bacon, a packet of Suffolk Black back
bacon and an orange! £79.95

Suffolk 
Food Box
A bottle of 
artisan beer, 
apple juice, a 
jar of honey, 
2 packets 
of Emmett’s 
cooked ham, 
St Jude cheese, 
suffolk brie.
All from Suffolk! £46.95

Emmett’s Rioja and 
Spaghetti Box
A bottle of our house red Rioja, a packet 
of organic spaghetti, nitrate free chorizo 
and a jar of organic tomato sauce.
 £35.95

Emmett’s Cheese, 
Chutney and Ham Box
A bottle of our house red Rioja, 
a jar of date and lime chutney, 
a crystallised orange, a piece of 
stilton and a piece of our mild 
cured cooked ham.
 £64.95



To place an order with us visit

www.emmettsham.co.uk
Tel: 01728 660250

mail@emmettsham.co.uk
Click & Collect service available

Opening Hours
Monday-Tuesday Closed

Wednesday-Friday 9.30am-5.00pm
Saturday 8.00am-5.00pm

The Street, Peasenhall, Suffolk  IP17 2HJ


